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bilstein group Saves Two Tonnes of Plastic per Year on Packaging 

 

Small change, big effect for the environment: this is how the latest savings measure at 

the bilstein group could be described. From now on, the company will not pack small 

parts in a neutral plastic bag for repair kits. This saves about two tonnes of plastic per 

year. 

 

"The bags only weigh a few grams, but hundreds of thousands of them come together 

every year. It's the quantity that makes the difference," explains Thomas Pederiva, 

Group Logistics Director at the bilstein group. "The reduction in packaging is good for 

the environment and at the same time a saving for us. This shows that sustainability 

doesn't always have to mean extra costs for companies." In addition, there is the gain 

in efficiency in terms of working time: the employees save themselves a small work 

step and have more time for value-added tasks. 

 

The replacement parts specialist sees further potential for avoiding plastic in particular 

in the packaging process. For example, a trial with paper packaging for certain articles 

is to start soon. In the case of bubble wrap, the company has already switched 

completely to using recycled plastic. 

  

Nevertheless, the bilstein group currently cannot do without plastic everywhere in 

logistics: "For us, the protection of the product is our top priority. What is the point of 

avoiding plastic packaging if the item ends up damaged when it reaches the customer 

and has to be disposed of?" In addition, other trade levels of the independent 
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aftermarket must also be integrated in the long term, says Pederiva. "We are still at the 

very beginning here, but the first step has been taken." 

 

Background: 

Ferdinand Bilstein combines the well-known product brands febi, SWAG, and Blue 

Print under the bilstein group umbrella. Together, the bilstein group offers more than 

62,000 different technical spare parts for professional vehicle repairs. The 

internationally operating group of companies supplies its products to over 170 

countries. For more information, please visit: www.bilsteingroup.com 
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